
Whats on for families
SCAN THE QR CODE AND USE WHAT 3 WORDS TO GET TO YOUR LOCATION

In the beach barn
Discover the new Beach Barn hosted by VDub Radio. 
Enjoy family-friendly music broadcast live, creating 
the perfect atmosphere for kids and adults alike to 
engage in playful activities.
///acrobats.cushy.luck

GARDEN GAMES
Choose from a selection of garden 
games like volleyball and giant connect 
four and jenga. 

SILENT DISCO
Hit the Beach Barn in your snazziest beach attire for the 
Silent Disco Beach Party, hosted by the lively VDub Radio! 

Each night, three of VDub’s finest DJs will spin a variety 
of tunes on three channels, promising a silent disco to 
remember. Whether it’s pop hits or 
funky rhythms, grab a headset and 

get ready to groove. It’s a family-
friendly, beach-themed blast where 

your vibrant outfits add to the fun. 
Dance the night away in a sea of 
silent beats and beach vibes!

DOODLE BOARDS
Unleash your family’s creativity at the 
Beach Barn with our doodle boards! Gather with other 
families, grab a sharpie, and dive into a world of color and 
imagination. Together, you’ll create a vibrant, 
collective masterpiece that captures the 
spirit of togetherness and fun. Don’t miss 
out on adding your personal touch to 
this collaborative art project—it’s fun for 
all ages!

DOG FRIENDLY POOL
Dive into a tail-wagging good 
time at Campervan Campout 
with our newest addition, ‘Paws 
in the Pool’! This dog-friendly 
festival just got even more paw-some with  
an on-site swimming pool exclusively 
for our four-legged friends.
///buns.fidgeted.indoor

ARCHERY, TARGET PAINTBALL & AXE THROWING
Whether you’re a seasoned archer or holding a bow for the first time, our expert 

instructors will guide you through the thrill of hitting the bullseye. Embrace the 
excitement of axe throwing, a test of strength, accuracy, and nerve. Guided by 
experienced throwers, promises an unforgettable adventure suitable for the 
entire family. Armed with cutting-edge, gas-powered, 20-shot, magazine-fed 
paintball rifles featuring laser sights, participants are tasked with 

striking a series of targets in the least amount of time.  
///narrates.unions.topmost

COOKING 
DEMOS
Learn from Mark of Van 
Life Eats as he conducts 
cooking demos, shares his 
favorite recipes, the best 
equipment to use, and other 
insights gained from his years of 
experience.
///weekend.overhear.needed 

FORAGING
Ran by Urban 
Forage. Participants 
can immerse 
themselves in 
various activities 
such as kid-friendly 
foraging tours, 
enlightening forage walks, 
and interactive cooking demonstrations, 
all designed to deepen the appreciation 
of wild plants and fungi. The experience is 
further enhanced with a Foraged Food Market 
Stall offering free samples, a Forage Shop with 
exclusive merchandise, and unique 
Mushroom Spore Prints and Art Demos.
///squirts.renamed.everybody

FACE PAINTING
Get festival-ready with 
‘Sweet Cheeks,’ offering 
professional face painting, 
body art, and glitter art. 

Add a sparkle to your festival 
experience and transform into 

your dream character with 
these artistic creations.
///unframed.speaker.cactus

JEWELLERY MAKING
Visit the ‘Hand Crafted Jewellery by Jo’ stand 
to make beautiful gem and crystal Jewellery 
for children and adults. Stand F14, where Hand 

Crafted Jewellery by Jo will showcase 
their stunning collection of 

bespoke handmade Jewellery.
///coconuts.bulges.zooms

KTROO
Experience the unique 

fun of Ktroo, an exciting and 
energetic activity for all ages. 
Bounce and dance your way 
through the festival with 
these specially designed boots, 
turning exercise into an exhilarating 
adventure.
///leathers.dragonfly.zapped 

FAMILY CAMPING TALKS
Gain insights from renowned family 

camping and vanlife enthusiasts like 
Amy and her VanFam Tribe, YouTube 
personalities Touring With The 
Kids, and the full-time vanlife and 
homeschooling family 

Slowly Wilding. 
///cashew.uncouth.tasty

INFLATABLE COURSE
Our Mega Assault Course, 
available for just £5 a go. 
Tailored for thrill-seekers 
of all ages, this course draws 
inspiration from the iconic “It’s 
a Knockout,” combining a series of physical 
obstacles, teamwork trials, and 
hilariously challenging tasks.
///dynamic.redefined.catch

BUSHCRAFT
Step into the wild side 
of vanlife at Campervan 
Campout 2024 with our 
Bushcraft area, presented 
by the esteemed Rika ACE, a 
notable figure in the festival scene. Offering 
a blend of engaging fire demos, hands-on 
fire lighting sessions, and creative workshops 
including carving and daily crafts like paracord 
bracelets, games pouches, and 
woodland keyrings.
///waffle.indicated.boots

CAMPOUT


